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In recent years, the adoption of FPGAs in datacenters has increased, with a growing number of users choosing High-Level Synthesis (HLS) as their preferred programming method. While HLS simplifies FPGA programming, one notable challenge arises when scaling up designs for modern datacenter FPGAs that comprise multiple dies. The extra delays introduced due to die crossings and routing congestion can significantly degrade the frequency of large designs on these FPGA boards. Due to the gap between HLS design and physical design, it is challenging for HLS programmers to analyze and identify the root causes, and fix their HLS design to achieve better timing closure. Recent efforts have aimed to address these issues by employing coarse-grained floorplanning and pipelining strategies on task-parallel HLS designs where multiple tasks run concurrently and communicate through FIFO stream channels. However, many applications are not streaming friendly and many existing accelerator designs heavily rely on buffer channel based communication between tasks.

In this work, we take a step further to support a task-parallel programming model where tasks can communicate via both FIFO stream channels and buffer channels. To achieve this goal, we design and implement the PASTA framework, which takes a large task-parallel HLS design as input and automatically generates a high-frequency FPGA accelerator via HLS and physical design co-optimization. Our framework introduces a latency-insensitive buffer channel design, which supports memory partitioning and ping-pong buffering while remaining compatible with vendor HLS tools. On the forefront, we provide an easy-to-use programming model for utilizing the proposed buffer channel; while on the backend, we implement efficient placement and pipelining strategies for the proposed buffer channel. To validate the effectiveness of our framework, we test it on four widely used Rodinia HLS benchmarks and two real-world accelerator designs and show an average frequency improvement of 25%, with peak improvements of up to 89% on AMD/Xilinx Alveo U280 boards compared to Vitis HLS baselines.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) have become increasingly popular in the datacenter as hardware accelerators. This interest in FPGAs in the datacenter is evident by the recent acquisitions/investments of major FPGA companies, Xilinx and Altera, by major CPU companies, AMD and Intel, for $35B and $16.7B respectively [2, 13]. Furthermore, major cloud service providers such as AWS, Azure and Alibaba have all started providing instances equipped with FPGAs [3, 7, 9]. Recent works have highlighted successful FPGA-based applications and deployments in areas such as deep learning, video transcoding, graph neural networks and genome sequencing [20].

Over the last few years, we have witnessed increasing adoption of High-Level Synthesis (HLS) as an alternative means of FPGA programming, as many users at the datacenter are mainly from a software development background [20, 31]. HLS allows programmers to design FPGA applications using higher level languages such as C++ with additional hints known as pragmas. Major FPGA companies such as Intel, AMD/Xilinx and Microchip have all developed their own HLS tools to facilitate easier programming of their FPGAs [8, 10, 11]. This increasing interest in HLS is also evident by the vast landscape of research in academia around HLS tools and HLS based accelerator designs [20, 31].

While HLS lifts up the abstraction level of accelerator design, it has some limitations. One major problem is that HLS is a black-box like process that takes the input HLS C/C++ program and compiles it to RTL (Register-Transfer Level) without giving the programmer finer control of how different components are being implemented in hardware. Hardware design, and specifically FPGA design, is a very complex process and problems such as timing closure issues can come up at later stages of the physical design flow. While hardware designers have complete fine-grained control of their design and its layout and can make the necessary fixes to solve these issues, HLS users only have the HLS C/C++ code under their control, making it very difficult for them to digest these problems, let alone solving them.

A particular type of such timing closure issues arise in modern datacenter FPGAs. In order to house a plethora of resources, modern FPGAs comprise of multiple dies placed on a shared package substrate. These dies are connected to each other via silicon interposers. In AMD/Xilinx’s Stacked Silicon Interconnect (SSI) technology, dies are referred to as Super Logic Regions (SLRs) and the die crossings are known as SLR crossings [4]. The existence of these silicon interposers allow a user’s design to spread across multiple dies while parts in different dies can still communicate via the interposers. However, any nets in the design that go via SLR crossings suffer additional non-trivial delays, which can be as much as eight times the delay of a medium length wire on the same die [23]. Furthermore, these FPGAs also consist of large IPs such as DDR and PCIe which consume a lot of resources near the IO banks and may cause nearby signals to take longer routes with larger delays [1].

Hardware designers, who work with a typical RTL-based flow, have a fine-grained control of their design as well as its layout planning, and therefore are capable of solving these problems [4]. However, this is quite challenging for HLS tools and their users. Current HLS tools use pre-characterized approximate delay models for different components of the design [15, 21]. While these models are reasonably sufficient for logic delays, they are highly inaccurate for net delays, as net delays are heavily dependent on the placement and routing which becomes known only late in the flow. By the time the backend tool is able to model the delays accurately, it is already too late for it to fix these problems as the design’s cycle-accurate semantics are already decided by the HLS tool and cannot be changed.
One of the promising directions to address such problems is via HLS and physical design co-optimization: a user still programs FPGA accelerators in a high-level language and (implicitly or explicitly) passes metadata to the backend tool, while the backend tool automatically applies floorplanning and timing optimizations based on the metadata. A recent work, TAPA/Autobridge [24] takes a great initial step in this direction. Autobridge [25], combined with its programming model of TAPA [17], requires programmers to develop their accelerator as a task-parallel HLS design where tasks can run in a coarse-grained parallel and/or pipelined fashion and tasks communicate via latency-insensitive FIFO channels. The tool then extracts the task-parallel graph with metadata, and performs 1) coarse-grained floorplanning to locally place and route each task (node) onto a smaller FPGA slot for better local timing closure, and 2) pipelining FIFO channels (edges) between tasks that go across slot boundaries to ensure that they do not become global timing bottlenecks.

While TAPA/Autobridge [24] shows excellent frequency improvements, the tool limits programmers to a strict programming model which only supports parallel tasks that communicate via FIFO based stream channels. However, many applications are not purely streaming and many existing accelerators heavily rely on ping-pong buffer channels [18, 19, 34, 45]. Similarly, many existing automatic design-space exploration tools rely on the widely used load-compute-store computation pattern where tasks communicate via ping-pong buffers [22, 39].

In this work, we present our framework PASTA, which provides programming and automation support for a broader range of task-parallel HLS designs where tasks can communicate via FIFO stream channels as well as latency-insensitive buffer channels. We build our framework by extending the TAPA/Autobridge [24] framework.

Supporting the additional buffer channels introduces additional challenges: 1) This buffer channel needs to enable separate tasks with separate RTL modules containing separate FSMs (Finite State Machines) to communicate with each other in a dataflow fashion. 2) The buffer channel needs to support efficient implementation of multi-dimensional arrays with different partitioning schemes such as cyclic, block and complete as these are heavily utilized by HLS designs for optimizations such as loop pipelining and unrolling in the producer and consumer tasks. 3) The buffer channel needs to have an IO interface with its producer and consumer tasks, which is compatible with and can be implemented in vendor HLS tools such as Vitis HLS. 4) The above requirements may make the channel design cumbersome to use and an easy-to-use programming interface needs to be designed for programmers to easily incorporate large number of buffer channels in their designs. 5) The buffer channel’s implementation needs to be latency-insensitive such that long paths can be pipelined, which is much more challenging than pipelining the FIFO channels.

To address the above challenges, we present a buffer channel abstraction that is latency-insensitive, decoupled from producer and consumer tasks, supports ping-pong buffering and memory partitioning, and is compatible with existing vendor HLS tools. Our proposed design is composed of multiple memory cores and two FIFOs. Multiple dual-port memory cores allow ping-pong enabled partitioned logical memories for the producer/consumer tasks while the two FIFOs, namely free and occupied sections FIFOs, house access tokens that synchronize the communication between the producer and consumer tasks. To efficiently utilize on-chip memories, we analyze the buffer usage of the producer and consumer tasks and automatically select between Simple Dual-Port (S2P) and True Dual-Port (T2P) memories. As the IO interface in our buffer channel is limited to \texttt{ap\_fifo} and \texttt{ap\_memory} ports, it is supported by existing commercial HLS compilers such as Vitis HLS. To support arbitrary buffer channel configurations, we implement a buffer channel generator to automatically generate the custom buffer channel designs for all the required unique buffer configurations.

To make the buffer channel usable by users in the frontend, we design easy-to-use APIs for buffer channel declaration and usage. For buffer channel configuration, the APIs use C++ template types to specify the width, shape, depth, number of sections, partitioning schemes and memory resource types. For the usage, the APIs utilize the C++ \texttt{Resource Acquisition Is Initialization (RAII)} idiom to automatically take care of cumbersome token exchanges. Since, it is very common in HLS
designs to have a large number of buffer channels of identical configuration, we also implement syntactic macros to make instantiation and usage of such arrays of buffer channels easy for the programmers. We implement these APIs in two different contexts. The first is a pure C++ thread-safe software implementation that integrates in the multi-threaded simulator of the task-parallel HLS programming framework TAPA [17]. This implementation enables the programmers to quickly prototype and verify the functional correctness of their designs when using the buffer channel. The second is an HLS implementation that facilitates the generation of correct interface ports and helps take care of the cumbersome token exchanges and a special dependency problem that comes up in the design. We also extend TAPA’s parser utility (i.e., compiler) to add appropriate directives to the code, making sure that ports for the buffer channel are correctly generated and used in the HLS generated design.

To support frequency optimizations in the backend, we devise a method to place the buffer channel via coarse-grained floorplanning and pipeline paths that can become timing bottlenecks. To accomplish this, we place the free sections FIFO with the producer task and occupied sections FIFO near the consumer task, and then pipeline them from the opposite sides. The memory cores are placed near the consumer task and pipelined on the producer side. We pipeline on the producer side as read operations on pipelined memory channels have longer latency and producer tasks are less likely to read. To ensure functional correctness, we selectively recompile producer tasks that read from memory channels and have been pipelined to ensure that they remain functionally correct. We further present some analysis on the effects of pipelining the buffer channel and the latency overhead it may introduce. Our analysis shows that when the producer task also reads the buffer channel, there can be rare cases where pipelining the buffer channel may add large latency overhead. To prevent this, by default, PASTA maps the producer and consumer tasks to the same FPGA slot if the producer task reads; meanwhile, it still gives users an option to separate them to different slots if they want to.

We evaluate our PASTA tool on four widely used Rodinia HLS [19] benchmarks and two real-world accelerators. Experimental results show that PASTA achieves an average of 25% (up to 89%) frequency improvement for these designs on AMD/Xilinx HBM-based Alveo U280 FPGA board, compared to Vitis baselines. Moreover, we confirm with on-board execution tests that our improvements in frequency indeed translate to a similar execution time speedup.

In summary, the main contributions of this work are:

1). Analysis of challenges and design of a latency-insensitive buffer channel abstraction to support scalable task-parallel HLS programs where tasks communicate via buffer channels.

2). PASTA, an end-to-end programming and automation framework that supports scalable task-parallel HLS programs on modern multi-die FPGAs, where tasks can communicate with each other via both FIFOs and buffers. This includes the easy-to-use buffer channel APIs, front-end library and compiler implementations and backend frequency optimizations. PASTA is open sourced here: https://github.com/sfu-HiAccel/pasta.

3). Experimental results to demonstrate superior frequency and performance improvements using PASTA.

This journal submission further presents the following new contributions on top of our FCCM 2023 publication [30].

1). We extend the tool flow to automatically decide between True Dual-Port (T2P) and Simple Dual-Port (S2P) memories depending on the user’s needs, thereby decreasing the resource consumption when possible while still giving users the flexibility to use T2P memories if they need it. (Section 3.2.2 and 5.1)

2). We design and implement additional ‘using short_buffer_t’ and ‘buffers’ APIs to make the buffer channel more usable by allowing easier instantiation and usage of a large number of buffer channels. (Section 4.3 and 4.4)

3). We also describe in more detail how the frontend parser and library implementation work in PASTA. (Section 4.4)
4. In the backend we present more analysis on the effects of pipelining the buffer channel. To avoid the effects of harmful latency increase due to the pipelining of buffer channels in certain rare cases, we map them to the same slot by default while still separating them if the user desires. (Section 5.2)

5. Lastly, we test our framework on two additional real-world accelerator designs: a highly optimized SpMV accelerator that uses both the buffer and FIFO channels [38] and a Minimap genome sequencing accelerator that uses buffer channels [27]. (Across Section 6)

Section 2 gives an overview of our overall toolflow. Section 3 goes into the design and implementation of the proposed buffer channel abstraction. Section 4 presents the design and implementation of the frontend programming model for the buffer channel. Section 5 describes how the frequency optimization techniques for the buffer channel were implemented in the backend. Section 6 presents the experimental results. Section 7 discusses related work and Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 PASTA TOOLFLOW OVERVIEW

This section describes the overall toolflow of our PASTA framework as shown in Figure 1. The contributions in each part of the framework will be explained in detail in the following sections.

2.1 Programming Model

At step 0, the user writes a design using a task-parallel programming model with PASTA APIs which are based on TAPA [17]. The programming model essentially consists of a directed graph, where vertices are tasks (written in Vitis HLS) and directed edges are uni-directional channels that connect tasks and allow them to communicate. These channels transmit data from their producer tasks to the consumer tasks (hence uni-directional) and can either be FIFO stream channels or ping-pong buffer channels. For off-chip memory communication, MAXI channels are allowed between off-chip memory banks and user written tasks. Lastly, constant scalar values are allowed to be propagated from host side to one or more tasks. Figure 2 shows a task graph for a simple vector addition example.
void load(mmap<int32_t> memory, ostream<int32_t>& outStream, int n_pts) {
    for (int i = 0; i < n_pts; i++)
        outStream.write(memory[i]);
}

void add(istream<int32_t>& in_stream_a, istream<int32_t>& in_stream_b, ostream<int32_t>& out_stream, int n_pts) {
    for (int i = 0; i < n_pts; i++)
        out_stream.write(in_stream_a.read() + in_stream_b.read());
}

void store(mmap<int32_t> memory, istream<int32_t>& inStream, int n_pts) {
    for (int i = 0; i < n_pts; i++)
        memory[i] = inStream.read();
}

void VecAdd(mmap<int32_t> memory_a, mmap<int32_t> memory_b, mmap<int32_t> memory_c, int n_pts) {
    stream<int32_t> load_a_stream, load_b_stream, store_c_stream;
    task() .invoke(load, memory_a, load_a_stream, n_pts)
            .invoke(load, memory_b, load_b_stream, n_pts)
            .invoke(add, load_a_stream, load_b_stream, load_c_stream, n_pts)
            .invoke(store, memory_c, load_c_stream, n_pts);
}

Listing 1. Vector addition example in PASTA

The task graph is represented in C++ files using some special APIs and syntax. The C++ program corresponding to Figure 2 is shown in Listing 1. Each of the load, add and store tasks are to be instantiated from C++ functions which contain Vitis HLS code for those tasks. The channels that connect to these tasks are represented as special arguments in these functions. For example, ostream means the task connects to a FIFO stream acting as a producer, while istream means the task connects to a FIFO stream acting as a consumer. Similarly, ibuffer or obuffer signify the task as a consumer or producer of a ping-pong buffer channel respectively. Additionally, off-chip memory channels are represented as mmap arguments while constant scalar values coming from host are simple pass-by-value arguments.

While the task definitions are represented as individual C++ functions, the tasks themselves, the edges connecting them and their connectivity with each other is defined in a top-level function. The top function is named VecAdd in the example shown in Listing 1. Connections to off-chip memory banks and scalar values from host side are both represented as arguments to the top-level function from where it can be passed to any number of instantiated tasks. All channels are instantiated in the body of top-level function by instantiating variables of the corresponding type (e.g. stream in case of FIFO streams). Tasks are instantiated by calling the invoke method of the task() object by passing the task name, channel variable declarations and scalar arguments.

PASTA, which is based on the TAPA/Autobridge [24] framework, allows a programmer to create a single design consisting of a task-parallel kernel design and a host code written using our APIs and library. This single design can be used to do software simulation, HLS compilation and hardware generation, hardware simulation as well as a hardware run on an actual board, which is a big time saver for the programmers.

2.2 Internal Working of PASTA

2.2.1 Parser. The parser is a utility built using the widely used LLVM/clang compiler [6, 32]. It is essentially a recursive Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) visitor that walks through the whole C++ file and does two important things. Firstly, it extracts the HLS source code for each of the tasks and transforms it. Secondly, as it traverses the C++ file, it builds an internal representation of the task-graph. This utility is described in detail in Subsubsection 4.4.3.

2.2.2 HLS Synthesis. These files are individually compiled to RTL by invoking the Vitis HLS compiler in parallel on all of them. The compiler also generates log files and reports capturing the estimated resource usage of each of the tasks along with latency and timing information of various components of the design.

2.2.3 RTL Synthesis. Optionally, the tool can further synthesize the generated RTL to netlist by invoking Vivado to get very accurate resource consumption reports, which can be very helpful for the later floorplanning stages of the flow.
2.2.4 High-Level Floorplanner. Once resource consumption reports are generated after HLS and RTL synthesis, the high-level floorplanner tool is invoked. This tool takes the resource consumption reports, the task graph as well as the target board information and performs coarse-grained floorplanning. Initially, an internal representation of the task-graph is created with all the tasks, their resource consumption, off-chip memory banks used and pre-existing floorplanning constraints. While the resource consumption of all the channels (FIFO streams and ping-pong buffers) can be measured by invoking Vivado to synthesize them, we choose to calculate it using internal resource models to save floorplanning time. In order to perform floorplanning, the tool models the device’s fabric as multiple local slots. Consider the AMD/Xilinx Alveo U280 board shown in Figure 3, it consists of three Super Logic Regions (SLRs) and a series of IO banks in the middle. This board’s programmable fabric is defined as consisting of six slots as defined by the SLR crossings and IO banks. The tool accurately models the programmable resources available in each slot as well as the routing resources available for SLR crossings. To model the resource budget of each slot, the tool appropriately subtracts areas reserved for the Vitis Static Region or the DRAM IPs.

Based on this modeling, the tool formulates an Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem that attempts to map each of the tasks to slots while keeping area consumption per slot within certain limits and minimizing the number of wires crossing slot boundaries. The floorplanner tool solves the ILP problem by using an ILP solver and ultimately produces a mapping from tasks to slots. Additionally, it formulates another ILP problem to determine the routes for every channel that crosses slot boundaries based on the available routing resources and the cost incurred by each routing. This is done to ensure that ultimately the routing is realizable by Vivado as well as to avoid making channels go through slots that have a high resource utilization. Based on the results of both ILP formulations, the tool emits a mapping from tasks to slots as well as the exact routes (at the granularity of slots) for the channels that cross slot boundaries. This information is used by the RTL stitcher to pipeline the channels and produce placement constraints. For details on the floorplanning ILP formulation, we refer our readers to the Autobridge [25] paper that describes the formulation thoroughly and its repository for details on the routing formulation.

2.2.5 RTL Stitching. At this stage, the tool instantiates all the RTL modules needed and stitches them together. The task RTL is taken from the HLS compilation stage. The FIFO channels are instantiated based on existing RTL files and the buffer channels are generated via the buffer channel generator component of the tool. The tool makes sure to introduce pipelining on the FIFO, buffer as well as the AXI channels as indicated by the floorplanning and routing output. Note that the tool may re-trigger HLS compilation on producer tasks that read from the buffer channel to ensure they have

---

**Fig. 3. Device view and slot modeling for Alveo U280.**
right semantics of the operation due to any pipelining that gets introduced during the floorplanning and pipelining process. This is indicated by the back arrow shown in Figure 1.

The stitcher finally generates a packed xo file that can be targeted for hardware simulation. Along with this, it generates a constraints file and a shell script which can invoke Vitis v++ to do placement and routing. The constraints file specifies the placement constraints to inform Vivado regarding where to place each component. This includes the placement of the tasks, pipeline registers as well as channels.

2.3 New Contributions in PASTA Flow

We build our work on top of the recent works of TAPA/Autobridge [24] and present the following new contributions.

1). We present a buffer channel abstraction and present an implementation of it that is latency-insensitive, supports ping-pong buffering and memory partitioning. (Section 3)

2). In the frontend, we design and implement an easy-to-use programming model that abstracts away the otherwise cumbersome mechanisms needed to operate the buffer channel and makes it easy for users to incorporate it in their designs. (Section 4)

3). In the backend, we implement techniques to appropriately and automatically place and pipeline the buffer channels. (Section 5)

3 BUFFER CHANNEL ABSTRACTION & DESIGN

In this section, we discuss the buffer channel abstraction and design, which has to address the following challenges.

1). Since the tasks are separate modules which are separately compiled, the buffer channel needs to allow two such separate tasks—which are separate RTL modules, each with its own finite-state machine—to communicate with each other in a ping-pong manner. To enable this, an external synchronization mechanism is needed.

2). The buffer channel needs to be latency-insensitive, i.e., we should be able to arbitrarily place the producer and consumer tasks away from each other at different FPGA regions and pipeline the channel to prevent timing degradation while functional correctness is ensured. This necessitates that the buffer channel consists of signals with handshake mechanisms.

3). The buffer channel needs to support multi-dimensional arrays with different partitioning schemes so that the producer and consumer tasks can perform widely used optimizations such as loop pipelining and loop unrolling, which are crucial to HLS designs to achieve a good performance. Supporting partitioning schemes require that the buffer channel can house multiple memory cores to facilitate parallel access by the tasks.

4). The I/O interface between the tasks and the buffer channel needs to be compatible with state-of-the-art vendor HLS tools (such as Vitis HLS), so that the user can write the tasks in vendor HLS. This puts restrictions on what kind of buffer designs are acceptable for the framework.

5). The buffer design needs to provide convenient APIs that are easy to use by programmers to incorporate it in their designs developed in vendor HLS.

3.1 Buffer Channel Abstraction

To address the aforementioned challenges, we present our buffer channel abstraction and describe its overall working mechanism, as shown in Figure 4. The buffer channel consists of 1) one memory module that consists of multiple dual-port memory cores, and 2) two FIFO streams. The number of memory cores inside the memory module relates to the partitioning scheme requested by the user. Each core’s memory space is divided into multiple sections, which allows...
3.1 Working Mechanism. When the producer desires to produce a chunk of data, it attempts reading a token from the free sections FIFO and uses that token to write the data to the corresponding memory region. Once the data is written, it writes that token read earlier to the occupied sections FIFO indicating that the buffer section now contains valid data.

When the consumer desires to consume a chunk of data, it attempts reading a token from the occupied sections FIFO and uses that token to read the data from the corresponding memory region. Once the data is read, it writes that token read earlier to the free sections FIFO indicating that the buffer section does not contain any valid data and can be reused by the producer. Note that both the producer and consumer tasks can do parallel access to the memory regions as the memory cores are dual-port.

As an example, consider the interaction shown in Figure 4. The occupied sections FIFO contains token 2 which indicates that section 2 in the memory cores contains valid data written by the producer, which the consumer has not read yet. The free sections FIFO contains token 0, which indicates that section 0 does not contain any valid data and is ready to be written by the producer. In the figure, the producer wants to write a new chunk of data and has read token 3 from the free sections FIFO recently and is now writing the data to section 3. Once it is done writing, it will write token 3 to the occupied sections FIFO. Similarly, the consumer wants to read a new chunk of data and has read token 1 from occupied sections FIFO and is therefore reading the data from section 1. Once it is done reading, it will write the token 1 to the free sections FIFO, for it to be acquired by the producer task on its next write.

In summary, the interaction with the buffer is a three step process: (1) reading a token from a FIFO, (2) interacting with the memory core, and finally (3) writing the token to the other FIFO. However, from the compiler’s perspective, there is no true dependency between step (3) and step (2), even though our synchronization requires that step (3) happens after step (2), which can lead to functional correctness issues. We show how our programming model’s implementation solves this problem by introducing an artificial dependence between step (3) and step (2) in Section 4.

3.2 Buffer Channel Design

Now we present the detailed design of the buffer channel module as shown in Figure 5.
3.2.1 Occupied Sections & Free Sections FIFO. The occupied sections FIFO is a standard Shift Register Look-up Table (SRL) based FIFO module inherited from the TAPA [17] framework. No other special changes are required. On the other hand, the free sections FIFO consists of an internal FIFO as well as some extra logic. This is because we need to ensure that the FIFO is initialized with all tokens at the beginning to mark that all sections are free at the beginning.

Initially, we considered doing this initialization in the consumer task when it starts execution. We could do it transparently via source-to-source transformations so that the user does not have to worry about doing this. However, if the accelerator runs multiple times, the consumer task will attempt to write twice and if these are blocking writes, the task will get blocked. We can switch to non-blocking writes but even that can fail if we transparently modify the depth of the FIFO for any reason. Altogether, we decided it would be better to do this initialization in the channel itself.

To implement this, the free sections FIFO module is designed to consist of three components: the actual FIFO, an internal FSM with some initialization logic, and a relay. At RTL reset, the FSM is put in the \texttt{RESET} state in which it writes to the internal FIFO and attempts to initialize it with all the valid tokens. During this process, the relay component ensures that the FIFO is unusable to outside ports. This is done by asserting the \texttt{empty} signal for the producer task side (so it does not attempt reading) and by asserting \texttt{full} signal on the consumer task side (so it does not attempt writing). Once the initialization phase completes, the FSM switches to a \texttt{DONE} state in which the internal FIFO is connected to the external producer and consumer side ports and the buffer channel module is ready to be used.

3.2.2 Memory Module. The memory module consists of multiple (logical) dual-port memory cores where each port is connected to a producer or consumer task. The width ($w$-bits per entry) and depth ($dp$ entries) of each (logical) memory core as well as the number of cores depend on the partitioning schemes, array shape and the number of sections requested by the user. Let $n$ be the number of dimensions of the buffer, $s$ be the number of sections needed (in each memory core), $w$ be the bit width of the type required. Let $D = \{d_1, d_2, d_3, \ldots, d_n\}$ represent the size of each of the dimensions of the buffer channel. There are four possible partition schemes for each dimension, \texttt{normal} that is no partitioning, \texttt{complete} that is complete partitioning and \texttt{cyclic}/\texttt{block} which is partitioning by a certain factor.

Let $cyclicf(i)$ represent the cyclic partitioning factor for dimension $d_i$ provided it has been partitioned cyclically. Similarly, let $blockf(i)$ represent the block partitioning factor for dimension $d_i$ provided it was indeed partitioned by the block scheme. We define the function $f(i)$ to give us the partitioning factor for each dimension $i$.

$$f(i) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{scheme = normal} \\ d_i & \text{scheme = complete} \\ cyclicf(i) & \text{scheme = cyclic} \\ blockf(i) & \text{scheme = block} \end{cases}$$

(1)

Let $c = \prod_i f_i$ be the number of memory cores needed, $t = s \times \prod_i d_i$ be the total number of data entries (each entry is $w$-bits wide) stored in the buffer channel and $dp$ be the depth of the memory cores (all have the same depth). Then,

$$dp = \frac{t}{c} = s \times \prod_i \frac{d_i}{f_i} = s \times \prod_i \frac{d_i}{f_i}$$

(2)

These (logical) dual-port memory cores can be implemented using physical BRAM or URAM, which is dictated by a user configurable parameter. Assuming each physical (BRAM or URAM) memory bank has a bit-width of $W$ and a depth of $DP$, then each logical memory core needs $\left\lfloor \frac{dp}{DP}\right\rfloor \times \left\lfloor \frac{w}{W}\right\rfloor$ physical memory banks to implement. In the case of BRAM, our tool automatically chooses between Simple Dual Port (S2P) and True Dual Port (T2P). An S2P memory block has one read port and one write port and on the contrary, a T2P has two read/write ports allowing either of the
tasks to read or write. The advantage of using S2P is that it allows higher port width \(W\) and thus reduces BRAM resource consumption by 2x at higher widths of 36 and 72 bits. The tool analyzes the producer and consumer tasks to see if the producer only writes and the consumer only reads. If that is the case, S2P BRAMs are used, otherwise T2P BRAMs are used. We will discuss this in detail when discussing the resource modeling in Section 5.1. We create parameterized templates of S2P BRAM core, T2P BRAM core and T2P URAM core (URAM does not support S2P). These templates can be instantiated with any arbitrary depth and width; and the vendor synthesis tool (i.e. Vivado) takes care of implementing it correctly using resources of the corresponding type. We set a default maximum BRAM/URAM cascade height of 16 in our memory core templates. We also conducted a study on the effect of the maximum cascade height on the frequency (fmax) in Section 6.7.

3.2.3 Memory Module Generator. While a single memory core can be a simple template that can be instantiated with any type, the buffer channel must support any arbitrary memory partitioning scheme. Verilog does not allow having parameterized module interfaces, so we have to implement a custom memory module generator that can generate a memory module in Verilog, given a memory partitioning scheme, width, and depth (incorporates number of sections). At compile time, this process is optimized and only buffer modules of unique configurations are generated to save time.

4 FRONTEND PROGRAMMING MODEL

The following requirements are associated with the design of the frontend programming model. Firstly, the programming model should be easy to use for end users so that they can incorporate it in their HLS designs easily. This includes ease of declaring buffer channels of varying configurations, defining their connectivity with tasks and their transparent usage, specifically the cumbersome process of token exchanges. Secondly, the programming interface should also have mechanisms to facilitate easier handling of a large number of buffers which can be a common scenario in realistic designs. Thirdly, it should be implementable as a pure C++ code for software simulation as well as in HLS compilation; the latter includes solving the dependency problem highlighted in Section 3.1. In the next few subsections, we discuss the design of the buffer channel APIs and their implementations.

4.1 Buffer Channel Declaration

The buffer channel is added to the framework such that it can be instantiated in a similar manner to the existing FIFO stream channels except that it requires more parameters as detailed below because of its complex nature. The buffer declaration syntax is depicted in Listing 2. The FIFO stream declaration is also shown for reference.

1). Type and Shape: This is similar to the syntax of an array declaration in standard C++. For example, `float[20][40]` is a buffer of `float` type with two dimensions, the first one being of size 20 and the second one of size 40.

Listing 2. Buffer declaration syntax

```c
void TopTask(...) {
    // Channel Declarations: a FIFO stream declaration syntax (for reference) and a buffer declaration
    stream<T, N> stream_name; // where T is the type of each word of the FIFO (e.g., int, float, some_struct_t) while N is the depth of the FIFO
    buffer<T[NX][NY][NZ], n_sections, array_partition<normal, cyclic<F>, complete>, memcore<core_type>> buffer_name; // name of the buffer
}
```
void producer(obuffer<float[20][40], 2, array_partition<normal, cyclic>, memcore<bram>>& buf, ...) {
    for (...) {
        auto section = buf.acquire(); // blocked till a token is read
        auto buf_reference = section();
        // use buf_reference as any array of type float[2][4]
        for (int i = 0; i < 20; i++)
            for (int j = 0; j < 40; j++)
                buf_reference[i][j] = someSourceOfValue();
        // buffer released as `section` goes out of scope
    }
}

void consumer(ibuffer<float[20][40], 2, array_partition<normal, cyclic>, memcore<bram>>& buf, ...) {... }

void TopTask(...) {
    buffer<float[20][40], 2, array_partition<normal, cyclic>, memcore<bram>> buf;
    task().invoke(producer, buf, ...).invoke(consumer, buf, ...);
}

Listing 3. Buffer channel usage

2). **Number of Sections**: This indicates the number of sections in the buffer channel. For a single-section buffer channel (no overlap between producer and consumer possible) this should be 1, while for double-buffering it should be 2. One can also have triple buffers and quadruple buffers if desired.

3). **Partitioning Scheme**: This represents the array partitioning scheme to be applied on each of the dimensions of the buffer channel. It should be a comma separated list having as many items as the number of dimensions. Four types of partitioning schemes are supported, that is, normal meaning no partitioning, complete which refers to complete partitioning and cyclic/block which means partitioning by a given factor. These array partitioning schemes have the same meaning as they have in Vitis HLS.

4). **Memory Core**: This represents the type of memory resource to be used to implement the buffer channel. Currently available options are uram and bram.

4.2 **Buffer Channel Usage**

After declaring the channel it can be passed to a task invocation as an argument similar to how stream channels are passed. As shown in Listing 3, a producer task of a buffer channel needs to have an obuffer argument reference and similarly, a consumer task needs to have an ibuffer argument reference.

In order to produce a buffer, the producer code calls the acquire() method (line 3). This call blocks until a valid token can be read from the free sections FIFO. Once a valid token is read, the acquire() call returns with a section object. The section object represents the section in memory that the acquired token refers to and internally contains a reference to that region in memory. The producer task can then call the parenthesis operator (i.e. ( ) on the section object which returns the internal memory reference (line 4). This reference can be accessed and interacted with as any regular array of type float[2][4] (line 8). If partitioning was requested, parallel access can be made to this array and under the hood that will translate to concurrent accesses to the individual cores which implement that logical memory. Once the section object goes out of scope (line 9), it writes its token to the occupied sections FIFO, indicating that the producer task has written the chunk of data and that data is ready to be consumed by the consumer task. Altogether, the process of reading a token, accessing the correct section in memory as dictated by the token and ultimately writing the token back to occupied sections FIFO is transparently taken care of by this design.

The process is similar for the consumer task, with the exception of FIFO reads/writes. In the consumer task, the acquire() call reads from the occupied sections FIFO as it is looking for a valid section of memory to consume and when the section object goes out of scope, it writes the token to the free sections FIFO.
// represents a buffer channel with two sections
using buffer_t = buffer<float[20][40], 2, ...>;
using obuffer_t = buffer<float[20][40], 2, ...>;
using ibuffer_t = buffer<float[20][40], 2, ...>;
// represents three buffer channels with two sections
using three_buffers_t = buffers<float[20][40], 3, 2, ...>;
using othree_buffers_t = obuffers<float[20][40], 3, 2, ...>;
using ithree_buffers_t = ibuffers<float[20][40], 3, 2, ...>;
// represents two buffer channels with two sections
using itwo_buffers_t = ibuffers<float[20][40], 2, 2, ...>;

void single_producer(obuffer_t& buf, ...) { ... }
void single_consumer(ibuffer_t& buf, ...) { ... }
void double_consumer(itwo_buffers_t bufs, ...) {
  for(...) {
    auto section_0 = bufs[0].acquire(); // acquires three_buffers[0]
    auto section_1 = bufs[1].acquire(); // acquires three_buffers[1]
    // section_0() and section_1() returns references to arrays of type float[2][4]
  }
}
void TopTask(...) {
  three_buffers_t three_buffers;
  task()
    // 3 invocations of `single_producer`: 1st produces three_buffers[0], 2nd produces three_buffers[1] and 3rd produces three_buffers[2]
    .invoke<join, 3>(single_producer, three_buffers, ...)
    // single invocation of double_consumer that consumes three_buffers[0] and three_buffers[1]
    .invoke(double_consumer, three_buffers, ...)
    // single invocation of single_consumer that consumes three_buffers[2]
    .invoke(single_consumer, three_buffers[2], ...);
}

Listing 4. ‘buffers’ type usage and ‘using’ keyword usage

4.3 Convenience APIs

The buffer types are long and very verbose as they capture the type, shape, partitioning scheme and memory core type of the channel. This can make it very cumbersome for the users to use the buffer channel. To make it worse, the users may often want to instantiate numerous buffers of identical type while scaling up their designs, which is hectic and compromises the readability. To this end, we introduce two convenience APIs.

4.3.1 Using ‘using’ to Shorten Type Declarations. To shorten the types, the user can simply declare short names by using the ‘using’ keyword in C++. Listing 4 shows how this can be done. At the software simulation level, this is standard C++ syntax and trivial to implement. In order to have this syntax supported in the PASTA hardware flow, we have to make sure the parser utility can peel behind the using keyword to get the actual buffer type.

4.3.2 Array of Buffers Type: ‘buffers’. To simplify the declaration of multiple buffers of identical types and using them, the buffers type is provided, as illustrated in Listing 4. A declaration of buffers type essentially represents multiple buffer declarations of identical buffer configuration. The individual buffers within this single declaration can be used in multiple ways. (1) The individual buffers in the buffers type can be utilized by using the multiple invoke syntax of the TAPA [17] programming model. It allows a programmer to have multiple invocations of the same task, each invocation taking one item out of array types such as buffers, streams or mmaps. The multiple invoke syntax is essentially calling the invoke function with the invoked task as the first argument and the number of invocations as the second argument, e.g., line 27 of Listing 4. (2) A buffer’s object can be passed down to a task that accepts a buffer’s argument of the same length (i.e. containing the same number of individual buffer channels within it) or a smaller length and the task can further use the [] operator to get each of the buffers. This is the method used by double_consumers in Listing 4 (line 29). (3) A single buffer can be passed down to a task that consumes a single buffer by using the [] operator on the buffers object as done with single_consumer (line 31). Note that our compiler keeps count of the individual buffers that are passed down to tasks to make sure the connectivity is correctly defined.
4.4 Implementations of Buffer Channel API

The proposed buffer channel APIs need to have two implementations. The first should be a pure C++, thread-safe and functional software implementation that can be used for software simulation. The second implementation should facilitate the generation of correct interface ports in each producer or consumer task as well as correct usage of the buffer channel inside the RTL modules generated by the HLS compiler.

4.4.1 Buffer Channel API Implementation for Software Simulation. Implementing the C++ version of buffer channel APIs for software simulation has the following challenges. The key problem is that the producer and consumer tasks need to differentiate on the same single buffer channel using two different types. First, when buffer channels are passed down to invoked tasks, the framework may create copies of the buffer channel objects and it needs to make sure that all object copies point to and share the same data. It also needs to ensure that ‘ibuffer’ and ‘obuffer’ references can be created from ‘buffer’ objects and passed down to the consumer and producer tasks, respectively. Lastly, it should ensure that ‘ibuffer’ and ‘obuffer’ type references cannot be cast to each other as it is invalid behavior.

Our functional C++ implementation is shown in Figure 6. In order to be able to pass the references as required, we use a diamond inheritance pattern. The only class that can be instantiated is the buffer class which can then be cast to an ibuffer or obuffer reference for consumer and producer tasks, respectively. The ibuffer and obuffer class virtually inherit from the base_buffer class to prevent double copies of the base class. To protect against multiple copies of the buffer object getting created, the FIFOs and data objects are stored inside a buffer_data structure which is held via a shared pointer. Even if multiple copies of the object are created, they all point to the same data. The section objects, which get created when the acquire() methods are called, house references to the shared data array and the token so that the correct region (i.e., section) in memory can be accessed. The interaction is shown in detail in Figure 6.

4.4.2 Buffers Convenience API Implementation for Software Simulation. The ‘buffers’ (discussed in Subsection 4.3) object implementation is very complicated, especially because of the special ways in which they can be passed down to tasks. Here we give a brief overview of how the design looks like. The implementation’s inheritance diagram is shown in Figure 7. A base_buffers class hosts a buffers_data object via a shared pointer which contains all the actual buffer objects. In the diagram, it contains N buffers of identical type. The buffers, ibuffers and obuffers objects all have an operator[] overload that is public and can be utilized by users to pass individual buffer objects from buffers object.
to lower level tasks, or to access and use them from producer or consumer tasks. All other methods shown in Figure 7 are not accessible by the users; they are used by a separate convenience layer that enables the different mechanisms of usage shown in Listing 4, which is discussed earlier in Section 4.3.2.

Essentially, each ibuffers and obuffer's instance keeps an internal count that keeps track of how many buffers have been passed. The methods shown allow the following different patterns to get the next in sequence: 1) ibuffer or obuffer object from buffers, 2) ibuffers or obuffers object from buffers, 3) ibuffer object from ibuffers, 4) obuffer object from obuffers, 5) ibuffers object from ibuffers, and 6) obuffers object from obuffers.

4.4.3 Parser Utility for Buffer Channel HLS Implementation. An overview of the parser utility is shown in Figure 8. It ingests the FPGA side HLS C++ code written using the PASTA programming model and outputs two things: (1) A task-graph representation capturing the tasks, channels, their configuration and connectivity with each other, and (2) the transformed HLS source code for task. The parser utility is built using Clang/LLVM (version 8.0) [6]. The tool takes the input source code and converts it into a Clang Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). A pruned and simplified view of the AST is shown in Figure 8. The dashed and dotted line indicates that the child node may not be a direct child of the parent and there may be intermediate children nodes which have been removed for simplification in the figure.

The tasks themselves appear as FunctionDecl nodes in the AST under the TranslationUnitDecl node. One such node is the FunctionDecl for the top task which in this example is named ‘top’. Upon being called, the parser utility is made aware of the name of the top task and hence can identify it by its name. The buffer channel declarations appear as DeclStmt nodes under the top level function’s node and invoke calls appear as CXXMemberCallExpr objects. At the heart of the parser utility is an AST Consumer object which uses a Recursive AST Visitor to traverse the AST.

The parser utility traverses the tree and identifies the top task. It then makes a list of all the tasks that have been invoked and goes through their function arguments to identify their interfaces. For example, if a task contains an ibuffer argument, it is supposed to be the consumer of a buffer channel. The parser utility then goes through the channel declarations in the top task to identify all the channels that have been instantiated and extracts their configurations. For the FIFO stream channel, this includes the width and depth of the FIFO. For the buffer channels, the configuration is more complicated and is extracted by a Buffer Config Parser object as shown in Figure 8.
The Buffer Config Parser goes through the C++ template type belonging to the buffer channel and its arguments to parse the entire configuration mentioned above as shown in Figure 8. The buffer configuration includes the following:

1. The buffer’s element type. For example, if the declared buffer is of type float[10][20], the element type is float.
2. Width of the buffer’s element type. If the element type is float, the width is 32 bits. The width one of the most important parameters used to create a buffer channel module. For simple primitive types, the utility can simply ask Clang to return the width of the type. However, this may not match with HLS’s interpretation when ap_uint<N> (arbitrary precision integer) types are used or the type is a structure containing multiple other types. To mitigate this, the utility treats ap_uint<N> as a special case and parses its template argument to get the actual bit width. For a structure, the utility goes through each of its member elements and add up the widths of each of the elements.

3. The shape of the buffer. In case of float[10][20], the shape is a vector containing the integers 10 and 20.
4. The number of sections (e.g., 2 for double buffering).
5. The requested memory core type of the buffer (i.e., URAM or BRAM).
6. The partitioning scheme requested on the buffer. This is a list having the same size as the number of dimensions of the buffer. Each item of the list is an enum describing the type of partitioning (i.e., cyclic, block, complete and normal) along with optionally containing a factor in case of cyclic and block partitioning.

Along with extracting the channel declarations and configurations, the parser utility also extracts information regarding how tasks are invoked and the connectivity between those invocations with the channels. Ultimately, it captures all this information in a graph-like representation and exports it for rest of the PASTA flow to use.

Finally, in addition to build the task graph, the parser also performs source-to-source code transformations on the tasks’ HLS code. The goal is to add some HLS pragmas (hints) to ensure correct generation of ports for the buffer channel and make sure that HLS interacts with those ports correctly. The details of these transformations are explained in the following Section 4.4.4, which is coupled with our HLS library implementation for the buffer channel APIs.

4.4.4 Buffer Channel API HLS Implementation. There are two requirements from the HLS side implementation of the buffer channel APIs. Firstly, it needs to abstract away the exact interaction of token exchange and memory access so that the users have easy-to-use APIs to work with. This also includes solving the dependency problem discussed in Section 3.1. Secondly, it needs the correct interface ports and array partitioning for buffer channels used in the producer and consumer tasks, which are automatically done by our parser utility via source-to-source code transformations.

Our HLS implementation is shown in Figure 9. In order to ensure the correct generation of interfaces, we firstly design an HLS side implementation of the ibuffer and obuffer classes, which are passed by reference to the tasks. An overview of the implementation for ibuffer and obuffer is shown in Figure 9. These types are identical and consist of
two hls::stream objects, namely the src FIFO to read from and the sink FIFO to write to, and the memory array data. The types ibuffer and obuffer are identical as we can connect the src FIFO port to free s. fifo if it is the obuffer type and to occupied s. fifo if it is the ibuffer type at compile time. Note that these types are never instantiated as objects in C++ and are just passed by reference to the tasks; the actual buffer channels are RTL modules. However, they do contain methods which are used to implement the APIs similar to those for the software simulation discussed in Section 4.4.1. This includes the implementation of the section object and the acquire() method.

Then our parser utility automatically performs the following code transformations specifically for the buffer channel: (1) Two interface pragmas are added to ensure that ap_fifo ports are generated for both the src and sink FIFOs. (2) One interface pragma is inserted to ensure that ap_memory ports are generated for the data component of the buffer. Note that only one pragma is used even if multiple ports are required due to memory partitioning. (3) Furthermore, if the buffer channel is pipelined at the later stages of the flow and the producer task reads, the latency component of this ap_memory interface pragma is modified to take into account the added latency, which will be detailed in Section 5.2. (4) Multiple array_partition pragmas are inserted to partition each of the dimensions of the buffer channel that the user has requested partitioning on.

Finally, note that as described in Section 3.1, vendor HLS compiler may schedule the operations incorrectly due to a lack of true dependence between the interaction with the data array and the write to the sink FIFO. To ensure correct ordering, we create a fake dependency by creating a volatile boolean variable that is always written every time the memory core is interacted with. The write to the sink FIFO is conditioned upon this boolean variable, which creates a fake dependency and thereby ensures correct ordering.

5 BACKEND FREQUENCY OPTIMIZATION

An overview of the floorplanning component of our tooflow was described in Section 2.2.4: It basically takes a task graph with metadata (extracted from our parser utility, as discussed in Section 4.4) as input and then maps these tasks (nodes) to regions (i.e., slots) on the FPGA board to minimize the number of wires (edges) that cross slot boundaries while keeping the area consumption within each slot under a certain limit by solving an ILP problem [25]. This section discusses how the frequency optimizations are implemented specifically for the buffer channel. Firstly, we discuss the resource modeling for the buffer channel, which is a key input to the ILP solver (i.e., floorplanning tool). Secondly, we discuss how the buffer channel is placed and pipelined, including the potential impact of the pipelining.

5.1 Resource Modeling for Buffer Channel

To make the floorplanning functional with buffer channels, a resource model for the buffer channel needs to be implemented. The task graph extracted from our parser utility is passed down to the floorplanning utility with information such as all task node names, their resource consumption, all the edges connecting the tasks with each other and with off-chip memory as well as other other constraints. More specifically, for each buffer channel, the following information is passed: 1) producer and consumer task identifiers, 2) width and depth of the buffer channel, 3) partitioning scheme on each dimension, 4) memory core type (e.g., BRAM, URAM), 5) number of sections, and 6) a flag indicating whether Single Dual-Port (S2P) or True Dual-Port (T2P) memory cores are required.

Such information is passed to a buffer resource model which gives a resource estimate for the buffer channel, where we need to model the resource consumption of the two FIFOs and the memory module. For resource modeling of FIFOs, the resource model inside Autobridge [25] is inherited for Shift Register Lookup Tables (SRL) based FIFOs. For the memory module, we implement our own model based on Vivado’s Ultrascale memory resources documentation [5].
discussed in Section 3.2.2, assuming each physical (BRAM or URAM) memory bank has a bit-width of $W$ and a depth of $D_p$, and each logical memory core in the buffer channel requires a width of $w$ and depth of $d_p$, then each logical memory core needs $\left\lceil \frac{d_p}{D_p \times \frac{W}{w}} \right\rceil$ physical memory banks to implement.

5.1.1 URAM Memory. In the Ultrascale series, URAM (UltraRAM) is a dual-port 288 Kb memory block. These memory blocks are hard configured with a width of $W = 72$ bits and depth of $D_p = 4096$. The whole range of memory can be accessed by two independent ports, allowing one read or write operation per port per cycle. The number of URAM blocks required to implement one logical memory core is $\left\lceil \frac{d_p}{D_p \times \frac{W}{w}} \right\rceil$.

5.1.2 BRAM Memory. In the Ultrascale series, BRAM (BlockRAM) is a highly configurable resource, which makes its modeling much more challenging. A BlockRAM unit can house up to 36 Kbits of data and can be configured either as two independent BRAM18K blocks or a single BRAM36K block. Furthermore, either of the blocks can be configured as a Simple Dual-Port (S2P) or a True Dual-Port (T2P) block. S2P refers to a configuration where the memory block has two ports, one being a read-only port and the other being a write-only port. In the T2P configuration, the memory block has two ports, each one supporting either a read or write per clock cycle. Note URAM only supports T2P.

The variety of possible configurations for each BRAM block are shown in Table 1. Note that for the same BRAM resource type (e.g., BRAM18K or BRAM36K), S2P and T2P offer the same amount of memory, but S2P can allow a wider width $W$. Therefore, it is beneficial to use S2P memories whenever possible as that can lead to resource saving in certain cases. For example, if a memory core with a width of 36 bits and depth of 512 is needed, based on Table 1, a single BRAM18K is sufficient if S2P cores are required. If T2P cores are required, a BRAM36K core needs to be used.

Upon conducting numerous experiments to analyze how Vivado implements memory cores, we devise a simple algorithm to model BRAM resource consumption by attempting to satisfy the width and depth requirements based on Table 1 while minimizing the total size of BRAM resources consumed.

Figure 10 shows an example implementation of a memory core with a width of 180 bits and a depth of 1024 entries using S2P BRAM blocks. First, a total width of 180 bits is desired. A single S2P BRAM18K core can give only 36 bits, and a single S2P BRAM36K core can give 72 bits. So neither of them is sufficient. One can realize that two S2P BRAM36K cores configured at width of 72 each and another S2P BRAM36K (or S2P BRAM18K) core configured at width of 36 bits stacked side by side can give us a total width of 180 bits. Second, a total depth of 1024 entries is desired. Each of the two S2P BRAM36K cores configured at 72 bits can give a depth of 512 entries. Therefore, we need to vertically stack them.
twice to get a total depth of 1024. For the remaining width, two S2P BRAM18K cores vertically stacked together suffice to provide the total depth of 1024.

### 5.1.3 Buffer Model Accuracy
To test the accuracy of our buffer channel resource modeling, we conduct an experiment on a total of 240 memory core configurations with various widths, depths and simple/true dual-port. For each configuration, we compare our resource modeling with the synthesis results from Vivado. We find that our model has an average error rate of 0.35 BRAM banks off. For the six real benchmarks evaluated in this paper, our buffer channel model accuracy is 100%.

### 5.2 Coarse-Grained Floorplanning and Pipelining for Buffer Channel
Here we discuss the placement and pipelining of the buffer channel, which consists of two FIFO channels and one or more memory channels. The placement and pipelining of the FIFO channel is discussed in the Autobridge [25] paper, we briefly describe it here for completeness sake. Then, we focus on the placing and pipelining of a memory channel, which is crucial in order to pipeline the buffer channel.

#### 5.2.1 Pipelining a FIFO Channel
The FIFO channel is pipelined from the producer side by introducing pipeline registers on the ‘write’, ‘full’ and ‘data’ signals. This ensures correct functionality when the producer wants to write data, except that the additional delay on the ‘full’ signal would prevent the producer from immediately knowing when the FIFO is full. Therefore, the producer may end up writing more data to the FIFO when in reality it is already full and no longer has the capacity to take more. This is solved by increasing the depth of the FIFO to be able to take this extra data while at the same time modifying it so that it asserts its full signal when it reaches its original depth, not when it reaches the new depth.

#### 5.2.2 Placing and Pipelining a Memory Core
Consider the ap_memory interface as shown in Figure 11a. In order to write to the buffer channel, it needs to assert the address, enable (en), write_enable (we) and the data at data_out before the clock edge hits and make sure it is held till after the edge. In order to read a value, it needs to assert the address and en before the clock edge hits and read the value at the next clock edge hit. If extra latency is added on these paths, as shown in Figure 11b, write operations still happen, except that it takes more cycles for them to complete. For example, if two \((l)\) registers are added on the paths, it will take an extra two \((l)\) cycles for the write to actually happen. For the read, however, the task needs to wait for more cycles before it is able to read. The amount of extra wait it needs to do will be \(2l\) if \(l\) is the number of registers added. In order to ensure functional correctness, this task needs to be recompiled to make sure it respects the added latency. Since a producer task is less likely to do any reads, we decide to place the memory core near the consumer side, and insert pipeline registers between the producer and memory core to shorten its critical path.

#### 5.2.3 Impact of Pipelining a Memory Core on Producer Task
If the producer task only writes data and never reads it, pipelining the memory channel has no effect on the producer as highlighted in Section 5.2.2. If the producer task also

---

**Fig. 11.** Placing and pipeline memory channel.
reads, pipelining the memory channel increases the individual latency of each of the read operations by \(2l\) where \(l\) is the number of registers added on the channel. However, in many cases, the compiler can overlap the read operations and the added latency can be hidden. It depends on the task’s design itself whether this can be hidden or not.

1). Case 1: If a pipelined memory channel is read in a pipelined loop that has an initiation interval of \(II\), and the added latency on the memory channel only increases the depth of the pipeline without changing its \(II\), then the total latency of the loop may increase by a small constant, which does not depend on the loop trip count.

2). Case 2: Otherwise, in the rare case that the loop \(II\) is dependent on the memory channel’s read latency, e.g., in the case of a read-after-write dependency on the memory channel, the \(II\) can potentially increase after the memory channel is pipelined, which increases the total loop latency by a factor that depends on the loop trip count.

3). Case 3: Similarly, in the rare case of a memory channel being read in loop that is not pipelined, pipelining the memory channel can increase the loop iteration latency, which ultimately increases the total loop latency by a factor depends on the loop trip count.

To avoid the harmful latency in cases 2 and 3, when PASTA detects that the producer task also reads the buffer channel, by default, PASTA adds another constraint during floorplanning to map the producer and consumer tasks to the same FPGA slot. That is, no pipelining for the buffer channel would be needed and no extra latency would be added. If the producer task does not read the buffer channel, no such constraint is added. Meanwhile, even if the producer task also reads the buffer channel, PASTA still gives users an option (a flag to the tool) to separate the producer and consumer tasks to different slots if they want to. In such cases, as discussed in Section 4.4.4, the latency component of the ap_memory interface pragma is modified to take into account such added latency.

In our experience, in all practical designs, there is always an opportunity to design the tasks such that the tool can have the freedom to distribute them without having to deal with harmful latencies.

5.2.4 Placing and Pipelining the Buffer Channel. As shown in Figure 12, to floorplan the buffer channel, its occupied sections FIFO is placed on the consumer side and needs to be pipelined from the producer side, the free sections FIFO is placed on the producer side and needs to be pipelined from the consumer side, while the memory channels need to be placed near the consumer and pipelined from the producer side. If the producer task reads the memory channel, it needs to be recompiled to respect the additional latency that can affect the read operations.

To put things altogether, the floorplanning stage first decides which slot a task is mapped to. Following that, a routing stage takes place which decides how every edge between a producer and a consumer is laid out on the board. For every edge \(e_i\) whose producer is placed in slot \(s_p\) and consumer is placed in slot \(s_c\), the routing output gives a path \(s_p \rightarrow s_1 \rightarrow s_2 \rightarrow \cdots \rightarrow s_c\) depicting how the the channel is to be placed. Figure 12 shows an example: the producer has been placed in slot 1 and the consumer has been placed in slot 4. And the routing stage decides to place the channel along \(s_1 \rightarrow s_2 \rightarrow s_4\). The occupied sections FIFO and the memory cores module are placed near consumer and pipelined from the producer side, free sections FIFO is placed near the producer and pipelined from the consumer side.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section discusses the experimental results. We first briefly delve into the benchmarks themselves and how their task graphs look like, and describe other experimental setup. Then, we present the frequency and execution time improvements, the resource utilization, and explain the trends.
6.1 Benchmarks

To test the frequency optimizations on the buffer channel, we use benchmarks that heavily rely on buffer channels. There are a total of six such benchmarks. The first is a Sparse Matrix-Vector Multiplication (SpMV) accelerator called HiSpMV [38] that is designed using our framework PASTA by our colleagues at the HiAccel lab. The second is a genome sequencing accelerator called Minimap2 [27] from UCLA’s VAST research group. Lastly, we port four benchmarks from the widely used Rodinia HLS benchmark suite [19] which builds upon the popular Rodinia GPU benchmarks. The task graphs of these six benchmarks are shown in Figure 13 and 14.

1) **SpMV** [38]. As shown in Figure 13, the HiSpMV accelerator [38] performs sparse matrix-vector multiplication for imbalanced matrices. The input vector is loaded and given to the computation tasks via a hybrid buffering scheme that is implemented using buffer channels from our framework. The input sparse matrix tiles are streamed in and given to the computation tasks using FIFO channels. Afterwards, a series of tasks perform computations in a distributed manner (the network distributions tasks block is a set of many tasks shown as one in the figure) and all communicate using FIFO channels. And ultimately the resultant vectors are stored back in off-chip memory. HiSpMV uses both buffer channels and FIFO channels in the design.

2) **Minimap** [27]. As shown in Figure 13, the Minimap accelerator [27] is essentially an accelerator for the chaining component of the overlap detection algorithm of the Minimap2 tool\(^1\). A set of loader tasks read sequences of anchor points and supply it to compute tasks via buffer channels. The compute tasks perform the actual chaining and the results are gathered by a set of store tasks via buffer channels and ultimately written back to off-chip memory.

3) **KNN** [19]. As shown in Figure 14, the KNN benchmark implements the K-Nearest Neighbors algorithm. In our benchmark, the algorithm operates in 2D space and finds the 8 closest points. The input data is loaded by a set of loader tasks and sent to a set of distance computing tasks via buffer channels. The distance computation tasks consume the points buffers, compute the distance from the query point and produce buffers containing the points and indices for K partially closest points. These are consumed by a merge task which ultimately produces the top K candidate points and their indices.

4) **KMeans** [19]. As shown in Figure 14, the KMeans benchmark implements the KMeans Clustering algorithm. In our benchmark, the algorithm operates in 2D space and clusters the input data around 8 centroids. The input centroids

\(^1\)https://github.com/lh3/minimap2
are loaded from off-chip memory to distance calculating tasks via buffer channels. A set of data loader tasks load the input points and send it to distance calculating tasks via buffer channels. The distance calculating tasks find the closest centroid for each point and accordingly change the membership of that point. Along with this, it also computes new centroids based on the share of the data it sees. The membership is sent to a set of store tasks via buffer channels which ultimately writes it to off-chip memory. The new estimates of centroids from each of the distance calculating tasks are sent to a merge task via buffer channels which finds the final centroids and write it back to off-chip memory from where they can be loaded again in the next iteration.

5). **Pathfinder** [19]. As shown in Figure 14, the Pathfinder benchmark implements the pathfinder algorithm. The input image is divided vertically into columns. Each column is taken care of by each PE. Each PE loads a tile of data from its column and performs computations row by row, bottom to top. At every row, PEs exchange data from neighboring PEs using FIFOs. Ultimately, the final data is merged and written back to off-chip memory by a merge task. Pathfinder uses both buffer channels and FIFO channels in the design.

6). **NW** [19]. As shown in Figure 14, the NW benchmark implements the Needleman-Wunsch algorithm. A set of input loader tasks load the input data sequences and send it to computation tasks via buffer channels. The computation tasks align the sequences and send the aligned sequences to store tasks which write them to off-chip memory. Among these benchmarks, KNN, KMeans, Pathfinder and NW are all compute-bound implementations, while SpMV and Minimap are memory-bound implementations. Pathfinder and SpMV use both buffer channels and FIFO channels in the design, while the rest only use buffer channels.

### 6.2 Other Experimental Setup

We implement our framework PASTA on top of TAPA/Autobridge [24] and test it using the aforementioned benchmarks. All these benchmarks are scalable, in the sense that we can use more memory banks and replicate more PEs to process more data in parallel. For each benchmark, we sweep the design across the number of PEs as shown in Figure 15. For the KNN, KMeans, Pathfinder and NW benchmarks shown in Figure 15, the baseline is written purely in Vitis HLS C++ and compiled using the standard Vitis HLS flow. For the SpMV and Minimap benchmarks shown in Figure 15, the baseline is written using PASTA but the frequency optimizations are disabled. Our experiments have been performed on the AMD/Xilinx Alveo U280 FPGA that have three SLRs and HBM banks. All benchmarks are built with a target...
6.3 Frequency Results

The frequency improvement results for all design points on the AMD/Xilinx Alveo U280 FPGA board are shown in Figure 15. We test across six benchmarks and 32 design points with different number of PEs. In all of these sub-figures, the x-axis shows the number of PEs which is a measure of the scale of the design. The more PEs in an accelerator, the more data it can process in parallel. The y-axis shows the achieved frequency after placement and routing by the Vivado tool. The blue bars show the baseline’s achieved frequency while the red one shows PASTA’s achieved frequency. Complete post placement and routing frequency and resource utilization results are also shown in Table 2.

As a general trend, we observe that as the number of PEs increases, the baseline frequency starts to drop. The drop in frequency becomes severe at the resource heavy designs. Consider for example, the 12 PE design of KMeans and 128 PE design of SpMV, the achieved frequency for baseline designs are only 150 MHz and 119 MHz, respectively. In one extreme case of 160 PE for the SpMV benchmark, the baseline fails routing. The degradation in frequency with increasing number of PEs happens because of nets crossing FPGA slot boundaries becoming timing bottlenecks.

The PASTA version achieves similar frequencies to the baseline when the number of PEs is small. However, as the number of PEs increase, the PASTA version sustains a much better frequency than the baseline. PASTA improves the frequency by 25% on average across the 32 design points and up to 89% frequency improvement. Note that design points which are smaller in size (e.g., consume relatively less resources) tend to achieve decent frequencies in the baseline as well. Therefore, we do not observe large gains in frequency and this is expected. Such design points decrease the average frequency improvement number. If we average the resource consumption of each design point across different resource types (e.g, LUT, FFs, DSPs) and pick only the design points with an average resource consumption higher than 25%, we get an average frequency improvement of 46% on AMD/Xilinx Alveo U280 FPGA. Moreover, for the 160 PE design of the SpMV benchmark, the baseline fails routing while the PASTA version achieves a frequency of 209 MHz.

The NW benchmark achieves a comparatively lower frequency of ~220 MHz for both the baseline as well as the PASTA version even for its 2 PE design point which consumes ~20% resources. Upon investigation, we find out that this happens because the design inherently has some timing paths which have high logic delays and therefore become timing bottlenecks.
bottlenecks. Our work does not target frequency problems due to high logic delays. As the number of PEs increase, the baseline’s frequency drops even more due to cross-slot boundary timing paths becoming timing bottlenecks. Therefore, the PASTA version achieves a good speedup in frequency of up to 40%.

### 6.4 Execution Time Results

The execution time gains are shown in the last column of Table 2, which are obtained by measuring the actual on-board execution time on hardware. For all design points, we list the frequency gain obtained, the expected performance gain and the actual performance gain based on on-board execution time measurements in Table 2.

For benchmarks that are compute-bound (KNN, KMeans, Pathfinder and NW), the performance expected gain should be exactly the same as the frequency gain, which we have verified using hardware simulations. There are some minor differences (1% on average and up to 5%) between the expected performance gain (i.e., actual frequency gain here) and actual performance gain, which are due to variance in the measurement of on-board execution time.

For benchmarks that are memory-bound (SpMV and Minimap), the frequency improvement will not longer directly translate to performance improvement once the accelerator starts to utilize the full memory bandwidth. When using HBM banks with an MAXI port width of 512 bits, the off-chip memory bandwidth of each single HBM bank gets fully utilized at 225 MHz [35, 36]. Therefore, operating the kernel at a frequency higher than 225 MHz does not lead to a proportional improvement in performance in such cases. To take this into account, we adjust the expected performance gain based on this frequency accordingly in the Minimap and SpMV benchmarks. There is an average of 6% (and up to 9%) difference between the expected performance gain and actual performance gain, and the expected performance gain is always larger than than the actual performance gain. We suspect this may be due to the dynamic access pattern
Table 3. Cascade configurations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maximum Cascade Height</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 (No cascading)</td>
<td>242.5 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>233.3 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>218.1 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>227.9 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>229.3 MHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 (PASTA default)</td>
<td>234 MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

which we cannot easily model in the SpMV and Minimap benchmarks. The good news is that for these two benchmarks, PASTA does give a decent performance gain for on-board execution.

Across the total set of 32 design points on both boards, we observe an average frequency improvement of 25%, expected performance improvement of 24% and an measured performance improvement of 22%. Across large points (higher than 25% average resource consumption) on the Alveo U280 board, we observe an average frequency improvement of 46%, expected performance improvement of 45% and measured performance improvement of 42%.

6.5 Resource Results

The post placement and routing resource numbers are shown in Table 2. The baseline and PASTA version have an average resource difference of 0.18% and up to 2.65% in some extreme cases. This concludes that 1) our frequency optimizations have negligible resource overhead, and 2) our frequency improvements do not come from resource utilization improvements. Moreover, Table 2 also confirms that PASTA can work well for large designs that utilize 60%-70% of the FPGA resources to achieve a good frequency, which was quite challenging (if not impossible) for Vitis (HLS) baselines.

6.6 Floorplanning Overhead

We have profiled the overhead introduced by the floorplanning step on our benchmarks and have found it to be at the scale of minutes, while the actual placement and routing step takes hours, which could be 15-24 hours for large designs. Across all design points, we observe an average floorplanning time of 7 minutes. Percentage wise, we observe that the biggest overhead is in the SpMV-64PE design, where floorplanning takes about 9% (30 minutes) of the total placement and routing time.

6.7 Discussion on Cascade Height

In PASTA, we set a default maximum cascade height of 16 for all the buffers. As part of this work, we attempted to study the relationship of the maximum cascade height with the frequency (fmax). Examining our benchmarks, we observe that minimap is the only one that has buffers deep enough to potentially get affected by the maximum cascade height. We did a sweep from no cascading to maximum cascade height of 5 for the minimap benchmark, with the results shown in Table 3. We find that the build with no cascading achieves the highest frequency (242.5MHz vs our default 234 MHz) in this benchmark. However, there is no clear relationship between the maximum cascade height and the frequency. We think more experiments are needed on benchmarks that have buffer channels with deep memory cores in order to further study the impact of the maximum cascade height on frequency.
7 RELATED WORK

As we build our work on top of TAPA/AutoBridge\[17, 24, 25\], it is our closest related work. As explained in Section 1, while TAPA/AutoBridge is a great step in the direction of alleviating routing congestion by HLS and physical design co-optimization, its programming model is limited to task-parallel applications where tasks communicate via FIFOs only. In this work, we extend the support to a much broader class of designs where tasks can communicate via both FIFOs and buffers, by addressing a set of unique challenges to support buffer-based task communication as summarized in Section 1 and 3. Section 1 and 2.3 also summarized the new contributions in our PASTA framework.

Next, we discuss other related literature that focuses on optimization for multi-die FPGAs, HLS and physical design co-optimization, floorplanning algorithm and task-parallel programming models.

**Optimization for multi-die FPGAs.** Modern datacenter FPGAs often consist of multiple dies, which introduce both opportunities and challenges to scale up accelerator designs. \[28\] tries to minimize the number (not the length) of cross-die signals by modifying the cost function of placement. However, their approach is not HLS aware and does not shorten the critical paths that do cross dies. On the other hand, by being aware of the HLS design, we can pipeline latency-insensitive communication channels that cross dies to shorten the critical path. \[44\] proposes a solution to virtualize an FPGA by standardizing the partitioning of FPGA resources and mapping different applications (similar to independent tasks without communication channels) to different partitions. We focus on scaling up a single application which is more challenging. \[43\] places a NoC (Network-on-Chip) on the FPGA fabric and then partitions the application into components that communicate via the NoC to reduce the FPGA compilation (synthesis) time.

**HLS and physical design co-optimization.** \[47\] proposes an approach to iterate between HLS and physical design, back annotating critical information in HLS to improve the frequency. While effective, it is not suitable for modern datacenter FPGA designs that are huge in size, where a single run of physical design tools can take many hours to a day. \[41\] uses graph neural networks to predict operation mapping and get better delay estimates. However, it is limited to operations while we are tackling the problem of routing congestion that has high net delays. \[12, 46\] work on predicting routing congestion in advance using machine learning methods and \[40\] even back-annotates it on the high-level source code. While effective in identifying congestion regions, solving it is left to the user. \[26\] analyzes common patterns that can lead to timing problems and suggest potential fixes; but again, is left to the user to fix the timing issues. \[29\] and \[42\] target pipelining dynamic HLS circuits at a fine-grained level to improve critical paths and throughput with register buffers. Our work targets coarse-grained floorplanning and pipelining in a layout aware manner to prevent communication channels that cross slot boundaries from becoming timing bottlenecks.

**Floorplanning optimization.** Floorplanning for heterogeneous FPGA has been studied in many previous efforts to fit hierarchical applications. \[16\] presents one of the first FPGA floorplanning algorithms for FPGAs with heterogeneous resources. It uses a slicing tree to present FPGA floorplan and develops an algorithm to find the optimal slicing structure. \[14\] uses a three-stage solution that generates a partition tree with all modules first, then generates a set of floorplan topologies and lastly realizes a feasible slicing tree for a specific FPGA. Unlike \[16\] and \[14\] that use simulated-annealing mode and deterministic model respectively to generate feasible topology, we focus on coarse-grained floorplanning with a partitioning-based approach that is similar to TAPA/AutoBridge \[24, 25\].

**Programming models.** Recent work \[33\] presents a buffer abstraction called a unified buffer and provides a toolflow that can take a restricted Halide program as input and compile it to an efficient implementation on CGRAs. Their implementation consists of a buffer extraction step that extracts abstract buffers from the input design and a mapping step that implements the abstract buffers on actual target hardware. Unlike our implementation, the input programming
model is restricted to Halide designs and they do not target frequency optimizations to address scalability on multi-die FPGAs. [37] presents an end-to-end framework that takes an input program with implicit parallelism, extracts and builds a dynamic task-graph out of it and ultimately generates RTL code. Their approach extracts implicit fine-grained parallelism and extracts dynamic tasks out of it to generate an efficient accelerator while our work deals with explicit coarse-grained parallelism in static task-graphs with the goal of optimizing frequency on multi-die FPGAs.

8 CONCLUSION

In this work, we have developed the open-source toolflow PASTA that can automatically compile a scalable task-parallel HLS design onto a high-frequency accelerator design on modern multi-die FPGAs. Our work enables users to design their applications using a highly flexible task-parallel model that supports parallel and/or dataflow tasks that communicate via FIFO stream channels and buffer channels. We achieve this by designing a buffer channel abstraction and providing an implementation of it that is latency-insensitive, supports ping-pong buffering and memory partitioning, and compatible with Vitis HLS. In the frontend, we add easy-to-use APIs to enable users to easily use the buffer channel. In the backend, we implement placement and pipelining techniques for the buffer channel. Across 32 design points, we observe an average frequency improvement of 25% and up to 89%. Across large design points on the AMD/Xilinx Alveo U280 board, we observe an average frequency improvement of 46%. This demonstrates the effectiveness of our tool in achieving high-frequency designs on modern multi-die FPGAs. PASTA is open sourced here: https://github.com/sfu-HiAccel/pasta.
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